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C/2020 F8 (SWAN) (or Comet SWAN) is, just now, starting to be visible to viewers under
dark skies without the use of binoculars or a telescope.

Oddly, this icy remnant from the outer solar system was discovered by an amateur
scientist, looking in data from an instrument not meant to find comets.

It takes SWAN to know SWAN
Comet SWAN was first seen by amateur astronomer Michael Mattiazzo in data recorded
by the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO), an instrument designed to study the
Sun.



...As the comet races toward the inner solar system, the icy body is starting to heat. As it
does, vapor rises from the nucleus of the comet, and is pushed back by pressure from
the Sun, forming a tail.

Already, Comet SWAN is converting 1.3 tonnes (1.5 tons) of material in its frozen core
into an ever-growing tail each second.

...This is the 3,962nd comet discovered using SOHO, and the 12th such body spotted in
data from the SWAN instrument. Mattiazzo has now scored eight victories.

“Almost all of the nearly 4,000 discoveries have been made using data from SOHO’s
coronagraph, an instrument that blocks out the Sun’s bright face using a metal disk to
reveal the comparatively faint outer atmosphere, the corona,” the Comet Observation
Database reports.

“Comets importing change of times and states,
Brandish your crystal tresses in the sky
And with them scourge the bad revolting stars.”



— Henry VI, William Shakespeare

Comet SWAN made its closest approach to Earth on May 13, when it came within 85
million kilometers (53 million miles) of our home planet.
“Comet SWAN’s closest approach to the Sun, called perihelion, will happen on May 27,”
NASA explains.
Following this close approach to the Sun (at a distance of roughly 65 million kilometers
from the Sun — less than half that of Earth), Comet SWAN will begin its journey back out
to the far reaches of the Solar System.

Comet SWAN is visible in the early evening sky for viewers during the middle of May.
Observations of the comet in the middle of May show a green tail around one-quarter
of a degree across — nearly half the width of a full Moon.
Comet SWAN is shown on a sky map, low on the northwestern horizon.

By June 1st, comet SWAN may be visible low in northwestern skies. Image by The Cosmic Companion/created with The Sky
Live.

During the last week of May, Comet SWAN may be as bright as an average star under
dark skies. As the comet becomes brighter, it will be easier to spot for people living in
the northern hemisphere.
Comets can be seen from Earth for days to weeks, so there is time to enjoy the view
during walks, or while spending time in your backyard.
Binoculars would be a perfect tool to help explore the comet. Anything is better than
nothing, but ones with wide lenses (like 10x50) are ideal.



The exact place it will will be seen in the sky will depend on the location of the viewer.
However, from much of the northern hemisphere, it will be seen low on the
northwestern horizon, in the hours after sunset.

…“Comets are fragile objects, and can often break apart as they approach the Sun. In
late April, the much anticipated Comet ATLAS suffered this fate, breaking into at least 30
fragments. Comet SWAN is now entering the ‘danger zone’ and will reach its closest
point to the Sun on 27 May — at this time, the solar heating will be at its maximum,”
ESA explains.

Whether Comet SWAN delights or disappoints remains to be seen. All we can do is
look to the skies and hope to be graced by the sight of a graceful green SWAN.

James Maynard is the founder and publisher of The Cosmic Companion. He is a New England native turned desert rat in
Tucson, where he lives with his lovely wife, Nicole, and Max the Cat.

The phrase black swan is a metaphor describing an event which is unanticipated
(perhaps because it seemed impossible or because no-one had considered it before),
but which has very far-reaching consequences.Mar 12, 2013

Definition of Black Swan, BuzzWord from Macmillan Dictionary
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The Beginning of the End?
By MO - May/84 - ML # 1770

Compilation

LORD, IN JESUS' NAME, GIVE ME THE WORDS YOUWANTME TO GIVE FOR THIS
WARNING, & to counsel these in the right direction that we may make proper
preparations for things which are to come, as surely & certainly as Thy Word.

ENCOURAGE FAITH & INSPIRE OUR HEARTS! Let not what we have to say discourage
anyone, Lord, but if anything, to relieve us to realise that our job is almost done & that



we haven't got too much longer to have to labour as we have been. TYJ! "Even so, come
quickly, Lord Jesus!" (Rev.22:20) PTL!

You certainly need to know what's going on now in order to advise not only ourselves,
but others, of what to do even at the present about various trends & occurrences &
policies of countries & business equipment & inventions & all kinds of things which we
all need to know about.

I have often thought that it's so good & well & wise that our people are learning
trades, vocations & skills which will be of great advantage to themwhen the World
regime comes into power, which will force everyone to work & to do some kind of
intellectual or manual labour for which they are trained or have the ability or talents or
skills. Certainly open & free witnessing will not be permitted & will be difficult or
greatly restricted & limited, but of course personal witnessing is always possible. It
may be risky, but it's always possible!

So I expect that (the Communist) system is very much like the World one that is about
to come, when you'll no longer be able to be full-time preachers of the Gospel & no
longer be able to spend your full time just witnessing & litnessing openly on the street
& in the parks & things like that, not even busking in cafés & private clubs. You will more
likely be compelled to take some type of work or labour for which you're trained, & any
smart government is going to use whatever talents & skills you may have for whatever
they need.

IF THE PAST GOVERNMENTS OF THE WORLD ARE ANY PROTOTYPES OF WHAT'S
COMING--& they have been--if they are shadows of what is yet to come, such as Rome,
then this is what they'll do.
Rome ... A lot of those that resisted they made slaves, but those who cooperated, they
gave them Roman citizenship & a certain amount of freedom as long as they behaved
themselves & cooperated & didn't try to obstruct the power that was.--Which is why
the Lord, through His Word, advises us to obey whatever power is in power, that they
carry not the sword in vain, but they're there as messengers of God to keep the peace.
(Rom.13:1-6)

THIS WICKED WORLD OF TODAY IS GOING TO HAVE TO HAVE A VERY TOUGH
GOVERNMENT, if it's going to have a World government, because extremely wicked
people & extremely violent people require a very tough government to keep them under



control.--And that's what they're going to get! Nobody's going to loaf or laze or play
around

SO LET ME TELL YOU, GOD IS NO DOUBT GOING TO ALLOW THE ANTICHRIST
GOVERNMENT TO TRY TO CONTROL THE HORROR & THE WICKEDNESS, PARTICULARLY
OF THE WESTERNWORLD, THE POLLUTERS OF THE EARTH! Both Russia & China are
notoriously puritanical in their morals & their behaviour & their laws & regulations
compared to the Western World. Considering the actual daily behaviour & conduct of
the average Russian & Chinese, put up alongside the West it makes'm look like angels &
saints! So no wonder God's going to let Russia, & probably China, rule the Earth to
make'm toe the line & knuckle down & behave, to try a last-ditch effort to save the
World & humanity!--And part of it is to make everybody go to work & quit foolin'
around, playing around & being nothing but leeches & sores & scabs on the face of
society!

AND IF OUR FAMILY & OUR FOLKS ARE GOING TO SURVIVE TO THE BITTER END OF
THAT, THROUGH THE TRIBULATION & ALL--both the first half of his reign & the last
horrible half--undoubtedly many of us are going to be forced to go to work & get jobs.
Everybody's going to be regimented & enslaved & told what to do. Rome did the same
thing with its slaves. Some of the slaves were highly talented educators, scientists,
philosophers & teachers, very desirable, very popular & were treated well! They were
given lovely places to live, everything their heart could desire, kings' raiment & food in
kings' palaces & were treated with respect as long as they did their job & taught their
children, taught their science, taught their medicine, taught their philosophy, taught
their art, all the skills that the Greeks were noted for & others.

I'M THANKFUL THAT …EVERY ONE OF YOU IN FACT, HAVE LEARNED SOME OF THOSE
TALENTS & SKILLS & WILL BE USEFUL TO ANY REGIME, even popular, because of what
you have learned to do & how you learned to do it.--In demand, in fact!

THE ONLY RUB CAMEWHEN THEY PUSHED THEIR FAITH A LITTLE TOO FAR to where
it came into contravention with the faith of their rulers--or the faithlessness of their
rulers--& they insisted on going ahead & doing something along that line that their
rulers didn't like!--Such as Daniel praying to his God instead of to the Emperor & his
image, etc.When they forbid witnessing, well, this is a difficult thing, because we still
have to witness, it's a commandment of our Emperor & our Ruler! But we can certainly



try to do it in the most inoffensive possible way … to try not to bring offense to our
rulers & the powers that will be, & do so as long as possible.

APPARENTLY THERE ARE GOING TO BE HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS, IF NOT MILLIONS
OF CHRISTIANS WHO ARE GOING TO BE ABLE TO DO THAT TO THE END & SURVIVE,
because the Lord is coming & He's going to raise not only the dead, but "we who are
alive & remain shall be caught up together with Him in the air!" (1Thes.4:17) So
apparently a lot of us are going to be alive & remain!...There is plenty of indication of it
in the prophecies that there are going to be witnesses to the very End, …

SO WHATEVER YOU'RE LEARNING NOW, AS WE HAVE SAID BEFORE, "HERE & NOW IS
FOR THERE & THEN" (No.1092) ALSO, NOT JUST THE MILLENNIUM & THE NEW EARTH,
BUT RIGHT ON UP TO THE END OF THIS PARTICULAR ENDTIME ERA! So the better we can
educate our children in practical skills & technology & any kind of useful labour, the
better off they will be & the better they will be able to survive under those conditions, &
the better treated they will be.--If they do not offend by unwise witnessing & offensive
witnessing, but conduct very skillful, careful, prayerful, person-to-person witnessing to
those who can be trusted to hear what they have to say. It may be a little slow that
way, but it was mighty powerful in the days of Rome! It even reached into Caesar's
household until his whole house was converted by the slaves that he had there as
teachers & childcare workers, etc. (Phil.4:22)

SO THIS IS NOT ALL JUST GUESSWORK OR IMAGINATION, IT'S HISTORY, & HISTORY
REPEATS ITSELF & IT WILL HAPPEN AGAIN. The time is short & the days are evil

THE ANTICHRIST IS GOING TO COME AS THE SAVIOUR OF THE WORLD! He's going to
appear as the messiah who solves the World's problems & brings peace & prosperity & a
solution to all the altercations & confrontations & wars & all the rest, come to save the
World from destruction, economic crash & all the rest!--And he will, for awhile. Except
that God is not going to let him be totally successful to the End, because he doesn't
recognise God & denies Him & sets himself up as God to be worshipped in blasphemy &
starts persecuting God's people, so that God has to bring him to his end, which will be
pretty catastrophic, as well as the World that follows him!

WORLD WAR 1 BEGAN IN 1914 AS I RECALL, USUALLY PINPOINTED WITH THE
ASSASSINATION OF THE ARCHDUKE OF AUSTRIA IN SARAJEVO, YUGOSLAVIA, which
precipitated war between a couple of nations, & then the other ones began to get



gradually drawn in. (Halley) the Comet had appeared just a short time before that, no
doubt to try to shake up the people & warn them that they were headed the wrong way,
that they were wayward--not the Comet--that they were wicked--not the Comet--& God
in His mercy was trying to cause them to look skyward, upward at the marvels of God's
Creation, at His handwriting in the sky, to warn them that something very horrible was
about to happen!

THE COMET (SWAN IN MAY 2020?)… COMES FROM AFAR LIKE FROM THE SPIRITUAL
WORLD, & IT HAS SPIRITUAL CAUSES IN A SENSE, LIKE THE EVENTS OF THIS WORLD. At
first it is secret, known only to the farsighted, known only to those who understand
those things & have the equipment to see them afar, telescopes, etc., like the Prophets
of God. But then, by & by when they occur, they're visible to everyone. When the Comet
appears it will be visible to all!



W E KNOW THAT IT COULD NOT MEAN THAT IT'S ANNOUNCING THE COMING OF THE
LORD THAT YEAR, because there has to be the seven-year reign of the Antichrist first, the
Tribulation must come first. Paul as good as said, "That day will not come except there
be a falling away first & the man of sin be revealed!" (2Thes.2:3)--To rule & reign over
the Earth for seven years, according to all the Prophets in the books of the Bible &
everything that's been said about him. I don't think any other World ruler's reign has
ever been predicted & described in such detail as his, even his person described as "a
man of fierce countenance"! (Dan.8:23) All of his ways & policies & practices &
everything he's going to do has virtually been predicted in great detail.

WHAT MORE EARTHSHAKING, OVERWHELMING, ALL-POWERFUL PERSONAGE OR
EVENT IN ALL HISTORY COULD BE MORE IMPORTANT THAN THAT BETWEEN NOW & THE
COMING OF CHRIST? And if Halley's Comet (N. of Ed. At that time, 1984) (Now SWAN
Comet in 2020?) is announcing & heralding some last, great, Earthshaking news that is
either happening at the time or about to happen before the coming of Christ, what
more or less could it possibly be than to be announcing the beginning of the revelation
of the Antichrist?



I WOULDN'T PUT IT PAST HIM TO TAKE CREDIT FOR (THE) COMET & SAY HE PUT IT UP
THERE! After all, he's going to claim he's God! He's going to do signs & wonders in the
sky & on Earth & bring fire down from the heavens & do miracles such as man has never
seen before, by the power of Satan, so maybe he'll take credit for (the) Comet! Maybe
he'll even come & announce himself: "That's announcing me! I am here, your messiah,
your saviour, saviour of the World! This was sent to announce me!"

I GROWMORE CONVINCED EVERY DAY THAT (THE) COMET (N.Ed: SWAN COMET IN
2020?) IS COMING TO ANNOUNCE THE REVELATION OF THE ANTICHRIST! As you notice
in the Scripture, it says that he doesn't reveal himself at once. "Until that man of sin be
revealed." He is alive now! He is now working behind the scenes & no doubt
masterminding the anti-Christ forces now at work that are already controlling the
World! (1984) He is secretly operating, & I wouldn't be a bit surprised that he's there in
Jerusalem with … the antichrists who are already running the Earth, the Council …
that I saw in Jerusalem in that dream about the "Green Paper Pig." Revelation
(No.243.)

DO YOU REALISE NOW HOW EXACTLY THAT DREAM HAS BEEN FULFILLED?--That it was
those [Antichrists] in Jerusalem who started this ball rolling, this Pig going, which is
blowing up & getting inflated more & more all the time, now about to explode! All the
finance prophets are predicting it & saying it can't go on much longer, it's just got to
collapse, that's all! The dollar's gotta collapse, the economy's gotta collapse, the banks
have to collapse, the Western capitalist system has to collapse! It can't go on the way it's
going, living on paper money & debts it can't pay & living on borrowed money & on
borrowed time! The end has got to come!--And I think it's perhaps nearer than we
realise!…

I THINK THE WORLD HAS TO BE FACED WITH CATASTROPHE, IT HAS TO BE FACED
WITH THE THREAT OF UTTER DESTRUCTION, the whole collapse of its System--either
impending or already happened--for this man to take such power & for the World to
be willing to give him such power in desperation to save them from economic
collapse--which they may have already suffered--& the total destruction of the atomic
war which he may be able to prevent by them putting into his hands the total
government of the World & total control so that they will not fight each other & blow
themselves up!



SO THAT'S WHAT I'M EXPECTING, & I'M HERE TO TELL YOU NOW, TODAY, THAT
WHATSOEVER YOU'RE GOING TO DO, YOU HAD BETTER DO QUICKLY, because I don't
think we have much more than a year to finish the job that we're now doing… before
the beginning of the End! If the Antichrist is revealed about the time is
revealed, & What
a psychologically important time for him to declare himself, when the people are maybe
already in a state of economic collapse & World War III is imminent & this Earthshaking
revelation of the Comet is in the sky & the World in general is terrorised & afraid &
fearful! He comes magically, majestically, all-powerfully, with the very miraculous
supernatural power of Satan himself to announce that he's got the solution & to make
them willing to give their power to the Beast!

EUROPE'S ALREADY PREPARING FOR IT!…Europe's already getting disenchanted with
the U.S. & all of that, & being weaned away constantly, until one of these days it's going
to turn its back on the U.S. Whore!--Or even worse, turn its missiles on the Whore &
burn her with fire & destroy her, devour her, at the behest of the Beast to whom they
give their power for one hour at the end, meaning a very short time. (Rev.17:12-17)

THE … WORLD-ANTICHRIST BANKING SYSTEM HAS MANAGED TO LOAN OUT
ENOUGH MONEY TO MAKE THE WHOLE WORLD ITS SLAVES! Now they've gotta pay, &
they can't pay, so they'll have to be its slaves & they'll rule over them. "The
borrower is servant to the lender!" (Prov.22:7) …they went by the rules & they lent so
much money & the World has borrowed so much from them that the nations of the
World are their slaves & they now rule the Earth already with their financial system!
Having done that, the only thing that is going to save it & save the system in any way--if
it's going to be saved at all--is that they're going to have to change things, change the
whole economic system, as we have envisioned already, to some type of electronic
credit system & One-World Government, a One-World System, One-World currency, you
might say electronic currency at that,

THEY'RE ALREADY SAYING IT, THAT'S THE WAY IT'S GOING TO BE! THEY'RE LINKING UP
THE SYSTEMS! The banks are all getting linked-up electronically, computerwise &
everything else, so that everything will be computerised & everything will be
electronic & everything will be instantaneous!Whoever comes to the head of the
World will be able to totally control everything by one great network of communication,
the economic system, the political system, the electronic system, the works, & I think
they're just about ready to take over!



THEY HAVE ACCOMPLISHED EVERYTHING THEY PROMISED IN THE PROTOCOLS EXCEPT
THE ACTUAL REVELATION OF THEIR "SUPREME LORD." (See No.1342.) If that doesn't
come close to calling anybody God, I don't know what does! Well, their Supreme Lord is
Satan, & he will be in the body of a man, the Antichrist! They're just waiting for the
psychologically most auspicious time to reveal him, when people will be willing to accept
him to save themselves & to save their System!--To save themselves either from or in the
Crash or from its results, & from a catastrophic, cataclysmic, Earth-destroying war, which
I don't doubt he's going to promise to save them from & may be able to do temporarily.

SO I BELIEVE THAT (THE) COMET (SWAN 2020?) IS GOING TO ANNOUNCE THE
COMING OF THE FALSE MESSIAH, THE ANTICHRIST!

SO WHAT I'M SAYING TO YOU IS, WHAT YOU DO, DO QUICKLY, & DO IT NOW, OR YOU
MAY NOT HAVE TIME TO DO IT IN TIME TO DO ANYBODY ANY GOOD! You may not have
time to complete it.

I'D SAY TO OUR MISSIONARIES TOO, THEY'D BETTER DO THE SAME! If you're going to
evangelise the World, if you're going to saturate your countries with the Gospel, if
you're going to preach it …& every way you can, you had better do it now!--Because it's
going to be tighter & harder, more difficult, if not impossible, in those days.



IF THINGS GET TIGHT, EVERYTHINGWILL GET TIGHT!--Travel will get tight, escape
from the North will become tight or impossible! Finances will get tight, printing will get
tight, visas will get tight, let's hope we won't all get tight! Ha! It's almost enough to
drive anybody to drink if we didn't know the Lord! But we know the Lord, thank You Lord,
& we have His assurances, & "Thou shalt keep him in perfect peace whose mind is stayed
on Thee, because he trusteth in Thee!" (Isa.26:3) And because we delight ourselves in
the Lord, He will give us the desires of our hearts (Psa.37:4),

WE KNOW IT'S COMING, SO FOR GOD'S SAKE, LET'S BUILD AN ARK & BE READY! Let's
not be amongst the scoffers & the unbelievers & the doubters who figure, "Well, we're
bound to have a few more years”, you don't know.

GODWORKS IN MYSTERIOUS WAYS HIS WONDERS TO PERFORM, & He works
systematically, He works synchronously, He works beautifully in decency & in order, just
the way He made the Universe! I believe that the events of the World work in harmony
& in timeliness & in a certain order, even chronological order that is so predictable
that He's already predicted it...when the Comet Comes!--And it will be the beginning of
the End! TYJ!--GBAKY all busy till Jesus comes!--In Jesus' name, amen! PTL!

*********

OTHER COMFORTING PROPHECIES ON THE GREAT CONFUSION 2020

Jesus speaking in year 1999:
The Family ( of David) has weathered a time of severe worldwide persecution, which has
been followed by several years of peace. Now it's time to prepare for another
onslaught--not of persecution, but of famine, plagues, civil disorder, and the
breakdown of community services, which will affect the whole world.My promises
stand as strong as ever for My children: I will protect and provide and deliver you.

The Endtime Series, Part 1 #3263:136

You will walk through all manner of evil and pestilences, and yet you will come out
without even the "smell of smoke" (Dan.3:27).My Spirit will encase you in a bubble of
protection, so that nothing of this world can touch you or hinder My plan being
performed through you.

Promises for the Future, Part 2 #3748:6



Yes, time is short, and as the End draws near, Satan knows that he has but a little time.
He will do battle and use all the forces of this world over which he has power--disease,
plagues, pestilence, turbulence in the air and the governments of man. Yet greater is My
power within you, for you have all the power of Heaven at your command--the power
of prayer, of claiming My promises of protection, of provision, of supply, of great and
mighty exploits in My Name.

Lifesavers for Missionaries to Africa! #3232B:298
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